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Abstract
The reconstruction of cosmic muons is important for testing and aligning the Compact Muon Solenoid
experiment (CMS). In this context the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) with its compre-
hensive cosmic data taking periods including the presence of the 4 Tesla magnetic field has been like
a dress rehearsal of detector hardware and software for the upcoming startup of the CMS detector. In
addition to data taking also the comparison with simulated events is a crucial part of physics analyses.
With respect to these tasks a dedicated cosmic muon generator, CMSCGEN, has been developed and
compared with data from MTCC. As an example results from a reconstruction study using the barrel
muon system are shown, comparing data and Monte Carlo prediction at the level of single chambers
up to reconstructed tracks including momentum measurements.
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1 Introduction
During the assembly and the commissioning of the CMS experiment, cosmic muons are ideal for extensive checks
of detector hardware, readout and trigger electronics, data acquisition and reconstruction algorithms. The test of
the CMS magnet in summer 2006 provided a unique opportunity to test also the CMS detector before being lowered
to the cavern. A dedicated cosmic data taking period – the MTCC – has taken place between June and November
2006 using subsets of the CMS sub-detectors. This test accomplished to record more than 230 million events,
to run the detector in stable mode for more than 2 months and to achieve the nominal B = 4 T magnetic field.
The whole chain (starting from data acquisition; via data transfers using GRID-tools; up to the final data analysis)
was exercised, gaining experience with handling real data and investigating the performance of the reconstruction
algorithms.
This study completes the data handling chain by comparing cosmic data recorded with the CMS detector to pre-
dictions obtained from simulation. In order to achieve this goal a new cosmic muon generator, CMSCGEN, has
been developed and included in the software-packages. We focus on the reconstruction of cosmic muons using the
Drift Tube chambers of CMS [1].
2 CMSCGEN – A cosmic Monte Carlo generator for CMS
In order to model a realistic cosmic muon spectrum, dedicated parameterizations of energy dependence and inci-
dent angle have been used, also accounting for an energy dependence of the angular distribution. These parameteri-
zations have been adopted from L3CGEN, a cosmic muon generator developed for the L3+Cosmics experiment [2].
In addition to this a charge ratio of Nµ+/Nµ− = 1.33 is assumed, and a ±12.5 ns timing uncertainty of the cos-
mics’ arrival time with respect to the bunch structure of the Large Hadron Collider beam is accounted for. The
cosmic muons are produced on a flat surface and are then propagated to a cylinder around the CMS where they
are passed on to the standard detector simulation. The absolute normalization of the cosmic muon flux allows to
predict cosmic muon rates as seen by CMS.
3 Results
The basic measurement variable of the barrel muon system is the drift time referring to an individual cell hit. Since
a single chamber consists of several layers of drift cells the hits can be combined to form local track segments. In
the final step of reconstruction these segments are the input to a track fit which enables a directional and transverse
momentum (pT ) measurement of the muon’s passage through the muon system. Still cosmic muons have certain
peculiarities which require a specific calibration/synchronisation of the detector and dedicated reconstruction al-
gorithms had to be developed: They arrive at random times, do not originate from the vertex and cross the whole
detector. The event display shown in Figure 1 illustrates that these optimizations for cosmic muons work since cell
hits are successfully combined to track segments given a present nominal field of 4 Tesla. Comparisons between
predictions from simulation and data from MTCC revealed good agreement on all levels of reconstruction [3],
ranging from basic cell quantities up to “high-level” objects such as tracks. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the
pT -distribution from tracks in data and simulation, reasonable agreement can be seen. Results like these show that
we have successfully tested the CMS muon detector components in the Cosmic Challenge, and that the detector
will be ready to take proton proton data in 2008.
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Figure 1: Event display of run in Oct 2006, nominal
field of 4 Tesla present, cosmic running top down.
Red lines indicate reconstructed chamber segments,
green rectangles correspond to individual cell hits.
 of cosmic track as measured by DT chambers [GeV]
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Figure 2: The pT -distribution of the cosmic muon track,
for simulation (continuous line) and data (triangles) in
comparison.
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